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Campus demographics:
- 75% of undergraduates identify as BAME (Black and Minority Ethnic)
- 37% of students are from outside of the EU
- 51% of students are first-generation

Services the Campus Offers
- Disability and Wellbeing services: Information on services for learning disabilities, safe spaces to explore one's well-being, and other resources.
- University Faith Services including a multi-faith center.
- Information about sexual orientation at Queen Mary - includes trainings, policy, QMOUT - a staff network, and external links and contacts.

Student Organizations You Can Join
While there are over a hundred clubs to join, some notable organizations that focus on identity are highlighted below:

Race & Ethnicity Organizations
- There are almost 70 societies representing different cultures.

Religious Organizations
- There are organizations that represent 22 different faiths including Islam, Judaism, Christianity, and Hinduism, among others.

Disability Network
- Students with Disabilities
- Well-Being Society

LGBTQ+ and Gender Identity Organizations
- LGBT+ Society
- LGBT+ Society (Whitechapel) - dedicated to creating a welcoming environment for LGBT+ medics, dentists, and other students studying at Barts and The London

Notable Projects and Awards
Queen Mary is a part of the Stonewall Diversity program - standing for a strong commitment to inclusivity in regards to gender and sexual orientation. This includes Stonewall housing which is a safe housing option for those in the LGBT+ community.

Athena SWAN Bronze and Silver award winner - an award acknowledging the efforts and steps taken to promote gender equality of all genders when it comes to the pay gap, gender representation across disciplines, and leadership

Queen Mary is a part of the Race Equality Charter Mark - The REC Mark is a charter which recognizes excellence in an institution's commitment to race equality.